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SECTION _ I

All the lkst 10 questions are compulsory. They calry'1 mark each.

1 . Write the matrix representation of conttaction with factor k on R2 .

2. Find the retlection of (-1, 2) about the line y = x.

3. Show that the transtormalion T: R3 -R3 defined by T(a,b,c)=(4a-2b,bc,c)
is not linear.

- 4. Let T : R2 -+ R2 be the linear transformation that maps each vector into its
- orthogonal projection on the x-axis. What is the malrix representation oJ T with

respect to the standard basis ?

5. What is the physical interpretation of divergence of a vector field F ?

6. State Stoke's theorem.

7. Lelz=x+ iy,findlm[(1 + i)3z'z].

8. Express f(z) = ziz + 62 in the form (x, y) + iv (x, y).

9. State Cauchy's lntegral formula for derivatives.

10. Evaluate ['e'r dt.Jo 
p.T.o.
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SECTION - II

Answer any 8 questions from among the questions 11 to 22. These questions carry
2 marks each.

11. Find the translormalion from R3to R2 that hasthe matrix representation

lr 2 5l
lo -, ,)with respect to the standard basis of R.3 and thebasis(1,1),(1,-1)

ol R2.

'12. Consider a linear translormation from lR2 to R3 given by

T(a, b) = (-a, a + b, a - b). Find the matrix representation ol this translormation

with respect to the basis {(2, 1), (1 , 7)} ol R.'? and the standard basis ol lR3 .

13. Find the coordinates ol the vecto( (2, 1,3, 4) ol lR4 relative to the basis

(1, 1, 0, 0), (1,0, 1,1), (2,0,0,2),(0,0,2,2)\.

.14. Find the work done by the lorce field F(x, y, z') = xyi + yl + xzk on a particle

that moves along ttre curve i1t1 = ti+ t2j+ t3k, o < t < 1.

15. Evaluate the line integral J{x2-y2)ox+xdvalongthecurve= t7',y=t,-1.tr1.
.C.16. Find the divergence ol F(x, y) =(x'-y) i+(xy-y'?) j.

17. Find the principal branch of log (-ei).

18. Sketch the graph of 0 < lz - 1l < 1.

'19. Find all values of (-8i)'ts.

20. Evaluate I Rezdz where C is the shortest path lrom O to 1 + 2i.
,c

21. Evaluate I '-2 d, *h"re C is the circle z = 2e'. o<t<27r.JcZ
,1

22. Evaluale 1,2 - ^ 
dz where C is the unit circle lzl= 1.

'c Z'+22+2
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SECTION _ III
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Answer any 6 questions from among the questions 23 to 31. These questions carry
4 marks each.

23. Considerthe lineartranslormation F: R2 + P.2 defined by F(x, y) = (3x + 4y, &-5y).
Find the matrix represenling F relative to the basis {(1, 2), (2, 3)} o{ R2 .

1-2 1l
I

24. Thematrix A= 3 -'l 0 represents a linear transjormation from R3to R3

lr 4 z)

with respect to the basis €i7 = {(1 , 0, 0), (0, 1 , 0), (0, 0, 1)}. Find the matrix that

represents the linear transformation relativetothe basis S = ((1, 1, 1), (0, 1,1),

. (1, 2, 3)).

25. Find a potenlial lunction of a vector field F (x, y) = 2xy3i + ('l + 3x'zy,)j, if the

vector ,ield is conservative.

26. Use the Divergence theorem to find the outward flux of the vector lield

F (x, y, z) = vs; + y3j + z'?k across the surface ol the region that is enclosed by

the circular cylinder x'? .r y'?= gand the planes z = O and z = 2 .

^ 
27. Using Green's theorem evaluate the line integral { Y'dx + x'oY where C is the

- square with vertices (0, 0), (1 , 0), (1 , 1) and (0, 1) oriented counterclockwise.

28. Show that cos z = cos x cosh y - i sin x sinh y.

29. lsl(z) = u(x, y) + iv (x, y) = e'(cos y + isin y) analytic ? Explain.

30. Find the value of the inteoral [ - 1 
-dz taken counterclockwise around

thecirclelzl=2.' Jcz"(z+4)

31. Find the principal value of (-i)r.

-T
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SECTION - IV

Answer any 2 questions jrom among the questions 32 to 35. These questions carry
15 marks each.

ts 6 I
32. Let A = | I -^ 

I oe tne malrx representation ol a linear transformation on R2.
Lo -z)

Find a suitable basis lor R2 so that the matrix representation of the given linear
transtormation is a diagonal matrix.

33. Evaluate the suriace integral lJ" v'.' os wnere o is the part of lhe cone

z= ,ff 4 matties between the pla nes z = 1 and z = 2.

34. a) Verify that u(x, y) = 2x(1 - y) is harmonic in the whole complex plane and
find a harmonic conjugate function v(x, y) of u.

l-2tz
b) Let t(z) . ]r when z - o

lt0 whenz=0

verify whether the Cauchy-Riemann equations are satisfied at the origin.

35. Let C be the circle I z I = 3 in counterclockwise direction. Show that if

222 -z-2
e(s) = [

when lsl

z-s
>3?

dz, (lsl r 3), then g(2) = 8ni. What is the value ol g(s)


